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About This Game

Available for both Vive and Oculus Touch!

A battle rages over the last of the worlds water. Your transport train is the only hope for thousands. Protect the train -
Humanity's survival depends on it.

Immerse into the post-apocalyptic world and battle enemies hell-bent on destroying you - and the water - in this infinite arcade
shooter, designed exclusively for both the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift with Touch. Compete with your friends for the highest

score in this easy to pick up, but hard to master VR game!

Vive controls:

Full room scale. Trigger to fire.

D Pad up on the right controller to switch between your machine gun and RPG (20 seconds to reload between shots)

D Pad up on the left controller to switch between your shield and grenades. Hold and release trigger to throw grenades.

Oculus Controls:

Primary trigger to fire.

Push in on right hand analog stick to switch weapons.
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Push in on left hand analog stick to switch between grenades and shield.

Creative Commons Attribution:
- Sci-fi Themed Grenade - by Styx https://skfb.ly/6vpYY
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Title: Thirst VR
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
RLTY CHK
Publisher:
RLTY CHK
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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I bought this on a whim, and I'm glad I did! It's a great little platformer, chock full of content and variety. It has 175 levels, each
of which can be played in numerous play modes. Even with several hours of playtime, I'm far from exhausting the game's
content. It's worth noting that there are essentially two sets of levels: Levels 1-100 are the "Innoquous 5" levels, while levels
101-175 are based on levels from the developer's prior game "Innoquous 4." As levels 1-100 began to get quite difficult, I
welcomed the ability to play additinonal easy and medium difficulty levels in the Innoquous 4 set.

The game also includes a level editor and steam workshop functionality. I'm really looking forward to playing around with the
gravity rotation gameplay to build custom levels.

My one criticism: as the levels became more difficult, I began to feel that the controls are just a bit too sensitive--the speed of
your ball is quite fast, so it can be difficult to nail subtle left\/right movements (at least with a keyboard). The game is certainly
fully playable and enjoyable as it is, but I'd love to see how the game would play with a slight adjustment to the control
sensitivity.. Im not able to complete #29 Classics even with help, thus i can't really enjoy the game to the full extent. Parkour
begins to get a bit repetitive as you progress, IF you are able to progress. The cons in my opinion out weigh the pros.. It's pretty
dang fun. Not easy either. Getting the hang of it takes a few minutes and usually dying a time or two. It's got a lot of potential,
and it's improving. I look forward to seeing where this goes. Throwing grenades, and using some of the automatic weapons rock.
Loot and mow down hoards of creatures, fly around a find things to loot and fight? I'll have more please.

It has it's bugs that need fixing. Some minor improvments as well, but over all it's fun. I'm looking forward to some updates.. I
payed $5
I beat it in 49 minutes don't buy it.. do not get this game, the game will just stutter at times sending you flying off the course or
into another car. i have a gtx 1080 and i7 3770k and 10GB of ram but it will still stutter and it makes the game unplayable. not
to mention the physics arent even that good, if you want good f1 racing get rfactor 2 or assetto corsa.. Another of the great
Logistical games, this one has it's share of challenges. You will have to work your way out of the starting area, and there are a
few logistical challenges to overcome beyond that. In between, you will have to time your delieveries and make the most of your
cash to be successful.

10\/10
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good mechanics, nice atmosphere and challanging gameplay. Like Stalker Online. And it's only in BETA.. Spent too many hours
on Kongregate version so I finally picked it up. Great soundtrack, gameplay on point, etc. Can recommend to bullet hell
enthusiasts. Nothing more too it, Matt makes a solid game.. If, while playing this, you begin to feel like it's a sequel (ish) to Iron
Storm, it's because it is (ish), and that's a good (ish) thing.. hmm.. i havent ragequited so far, so good comp roll vs. bad player
rolls isnt that much of a factor until now. thats always my worst fear with C&C games.. like it pretty good so far.
but i just encountered some strange card bugs as it seems.. hadnt those in intro 1 (or didnt notice) but intro 2 just ignored my
infantry assault commandcard.. and a one of the cc cards (battle fury i think) didnt work either. not sure if its more of a
"sometimes" thing or if its an persistent issue, time will tell.
the thing that anoyed me the most so far, was the sometimes strange behavior of the dice.. terrain and units sometimes stop them
suddenly (seriously, no boardgamer would roll dice into the midst of the set up stuff... we'll use a free space to roll.). sometimes
they seem to still roll, but the comp picks sides already. i'd like a separate area for the animated dice, or an option to turn the
rolling animation off.
still feels a bit wonky at times, but at least the comp wasnt spared from strange happenings. i'm sure that will be sorted out over
time.
overall i like it so far and look forward for the tank expansion stuff..

. A charming extension to the London-Faversham route and takes you along the 7 mile branch to Sheerness. It's a mix of double
and single track running with some freight yards and sidings closer to Sheerness opening up opportunities for freight scenario
making. Included is the Class 466 and two scenarios.

Apart from the exstension being released in 2013 the price still being $19.99 is asking too much for what's provided and you're
better waiting off until it'son sale for 50% off or better.. Why im banned permanent in this game!!!
whats wrong with me!!!
I never use any cheat!!!. This Game has its pros and cons.

pros:
-trading cards (why tho?)
-smooth double-jumping and airstrafing movement, optimal for speedrunning kappa
-"hd graphics"
-multiplayer works actually

cons:
-it sucks
-4 different textures
-loud music
-it costs 5 bucks

got it for 20ct on ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ and had 10 minutes fun with my friend, still too much money to spend
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